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(57) ABSTRACT 

A freestanding cover for a food tray has a flange Section and 
a Support Section extending downwardly from the flange 
Section. The Support Section Supports the cover indepen 
dently of the tray, with the flange Section positioned above 
the tray opening. The freestanding is inserted into a heated 
compartment in a food warming cabinet and is Supported on 
a shelf mounted in the food warming cabinet. A retainer 
provided on the cover engages the Shelf to prevent the cover 
from moving forward or backward. With the retainer so 
engaged, a tray containing previously cooked food portions 
may be inserted into and removed from a receiving Space in 
the cover, leaving the cover inside of the compartment. 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MAINTAINING 
COOKED FOOD IN A READY-TO-SERVE 

CONDITION USINGA FREESTANDING COVER 
FOR FOOD TRAYS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 This invention relates to the field of food prepara 
tion. More particularly, this invention relates to an apparatus 
and method for maintaining in a ready-to-Serve condition 
cooked food portions contained in a food tray, wherein a 
freestanding cover is used to cover the food trayS. 
0003 2. Description of Related Art 
0004. In many establishments, such as fast food restau 
rants, certain food items are cooked well in advance of when 
they are ordered by or Served to the customer. Examples of 
Such food items can include Sandwich fillings, Such as 
cooked eggs, hamburger patties, breaded foods, Such as 
chicken nuggets, or baked goods, Such as muffins. These 
previously cooked food items are often maintained in a 
ready-to-use or ready-to-Serve condition until they are 
Served to the customer. This typically involves maintaining 
the previously cooked food items at a Serving temperature in 
the range of from about 145 F. to about 200 F., depending 
on the food item. 

0005 Various food warming apparatus have been devel 
oped to maintain previously cooked food items at a desired 
Serving temperature. Such food warming apparatus are 
Sometimes referred to as Staging cabinets, holding cabinets, 
or warming cabinets. One of the challenges associated with 
food warming apparatus is being able to preserve the flavor, 
appearance, and texture of the previously cooked food items 
while they are being maintained at the desired Serving 
temperature. In particular, certain types of food items, Such 
as cooked eggs and hamburger patties have a tendency to dry 
out undesirably then they are kept warm for extended 
periods of time. Other types of food items, such as fried 
foods. have a tendency to become undesirably Soggy when 
they are kept warm for extended periods of time. 
0006. One commonly used way to protect previously 
cooked food items for which drying out is a concern, is to 
place the food items in a container, Such as a tray, and to 
provide a cover for the container. The cover restricts evapo 
ration of moisture from the previously cooked food items. 
With a reduced amount of moisture vapor being able to 
escape from the covered container, the previously cooked 
food items contained therein do not dry out as rapidly. 
0007 Conventional covers are inconvenient to use in 
food fast restaurants and Similar establishments. This is 
because when previously cooked food portions are taken 
from the food warming apparatus, the cover typically must 
be removed from the tray to gain access to the food items 
contained therein, and must be replaced to protect the 
remaining food portions contained in the tray. The Steps of 
removing and replacing a cover can take an amount of time 
that is unacceptably large in fast food restaurants. The 
removed cover can become misplaced or contaminated and 
can get in the way of other activities in the kitchen area. 
0008 Food warming apparatus that do not require a 
Separate cover the food trays have also been developed. For 
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example, U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,783,803 and 5,900,173 to Robards 
disclose a food warming apparatus in which a grate Supports 
the food trays in a warming cavity. A Seal is operatively 
asSociated between the top of the tray and the ceiling of the 
cavity. The grate includes a biasing portion that biases the 
tray upwardly So that it Seals against the ceiling. The 
advantage of providing a Seal in this manner is that evapo 
ration of liquid from previously cooked food portions con 
tained in the trays is greatly reduced. 
0009. A disadvantage with this approach, however, is that 
the components required to provide the Seal can be costly, 
complex, or difficult to clean. 
0010. A modification of this approach has been used in 
which the grate biases the food tray towards the ceiling of 
the warming cavity Such that the lip of the tray touches, or 
nearly touches, the ceiling without necessarily forming a 
Seal. It has been that evaporation is Sufficiently restricted in 
this configuration, even though no Seal is formed. 

0011) Another approach is disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 
5,724,886 and 5,947,012 to Ewald, et al. These patents 
disclose a food Staging device having a plurality of com 
partments, with each compartment bounded by an upper 
heated compartment Surface and a lower heated compart 
ment Surface. The trays containing previously cooked food 
portions are sized Such that the top edges are within Zero to 
0.25 inches from the upper heated compartment Surface. 
This zero to 0.25 inch distance is said to be Sufficient to 
restrict evaporation of liquid form the food portions con 
tained in the trays. 
0012. A disadvantage with the approach disclosed in 
these patents is that once the distance between the upper and 
lower compartment Surfaces is Set, a tray within a particular 
Size range must be provided in order for its top edge to be 
within Zero to 0.25 inches from the upper compartment 
Surface. Another disadvantage with this approach is that for 
previously cooked food items for which SoggineSS is a 
concern, air circulation should be encouraged, rather than 
restricted. Accordingly, these patents disclose that different 
trays may be used, depending on whether the previously 
cooked food portions tend to dry out or tend to become 
SOggy. 

0013 Moreover, a disadvantage with the general 
approach of bringing the food tray close to the heated cavity 
ceiling or heated upper compartment Surface is that the 
heated Surface transmits heat radiatively into the food tray. 
This radiant heat can affect the flavor, appearance, and 
texture of food items located near the top of the tray, even 
though evaporation from the tray is restricted. 

0014 U.S. Pat. No. 5,852.967 to Fortmann, et al., dis 
closes yet another a food warming apparatus comprising a 
frame having first and Second walls. At least one of the first 
and second walls is movable relative to the other in order to 
vary the Spacing between them. TrayS containing previously 
cooked food items are placed between the first and Second 
walls, so that the first wall bears the tray, and the second wall 
at least partially blocks the open top of the tray. A disad 
Vantage with this approach, however, is that the moving 
parts required to provide the movable wall can be difficult to 
maintain. Another disadvantage with the approach is that it 
does not easily allow trays of different sizes to be placed in 
the same compartment. 
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0.015 Accordingly, what is needed is a food warming 
apparatus that has the flexibility to be able to maintain in a 
ready to use condition both cooked food items that tend to 
dry out and cooked food items that tend to become Soggy, 
and to use trays of various sizes, as may be needed to meet 
the rapidly changing demands that can occur in fast food 
restaurants or Similar establishments. The food warming 
apparatus should also be inexpensive to construct, and easy 
to use and to maintain. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0016. In a first principal aspect, the present invention 
provides a freestanding cover for a tray, which has a tray lip 
defining a tray opening. The freestanding cover comprises a 
flange Section, a Support Section. and a retainer Section. The 
Support Section is able to Support the cover on a shelf 
independently of the tray. The flange Section is generally 
positioned above the Support Section. and is also above the 
tray opening when the cover is placed over the tray. The 
retainer Section is able to engage the shelf, Such as when the 
cover is used in a food warming cabinet. 
0.017. In a second principal aspect. the present invention 
provides a covered tray for holding previously cooked food 
portions in a ready to use condition. The covered tray 
comprises a tray and a freestanding cover. The tray has tray 
Sidewalls and a tray lip defining a tray opening. The tray is 
able to contain the previously cooked food portions. The 
freestanding cover has a flange Section and a Support Section. 
The Support Section Supports the cover independently of the 
tray, Such that at least a part of the flange Section is 
positioned above the tray opening. 

0.018. In a third principal aspect. the present invention 
provides a food warming apparatus for maintaining previ 
ously cooked food portions in a ready to use condition. The 
food warming apparatus comprises a cabinet, having a 
heated compartment therein and at least an open front Side 
providing access to the heated compartment. In particularly 
preferred forms, the cabinet may have open front and open 
back SideS providing access to the heated compartment. The 
heated compartment has an upper compartment Surface and 
a lower compartment Surface. A covered tray is disposed in 
the heated compartment. The covered tray comprises a tray 
and a freestanding cover. The tray, which has a tray lip 
defining a tray opening, is able to hold the previously cooked 
food portions. The freestanding cover has a flange Section 
and a Support Section. The Support Section Supports the cover 
independently of the tray, Such that at least a portion of the 
flange Section is positioned above the tray opening. 
0019. In a fourth principal aspect, the present invention 
provides a method for maintaining previously cooked food 
portions in a ready to use condition in a food warming 
apparatus. The food warming apparatus comprises a cabinet 
having a heated compartment that has an upper compartment 
Surface and a lower compartment Surface. The previously 
cooked food portions are placed in a tray having a tray lip 
defining a tray opening. The tray is inserted into a receiving 
Space defined by a freestanding cover disposed in the heated 
compartment. The cover has a flange Section and a Support 
Section extending downwardly from the flange Section. The 
Support Section Substantially defines the receiving a Space, 
and at least a portion of the flange Section is positioned 
above the receiving space. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0020 FIG. 1 is a partially cut away front plan view of a 
food warming cabinet, in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0021 FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a tray being 
inserted into a compartment of the food warming cabinet of 
FIG. 1, with a freestanding cover therein, in accordance 
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
0022 FIG. 3 is a front plan view of the compartment of 
the food warming cabinet of FIG. 1, with the tray and 
freestanding cover of FIG. 2 shown therein, in accordance 
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
0023 FIG. 4 is a side plan view of the compartment of 
the food warming cabinet of FIG. 1... with the tray and 
freestanding cover of FIG. 2 shown therein, but with the 
right Sidewall of the freestanding cover cut away, in accor 
dance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
0024 FIG. 5 is a front plan view of the compartment of 
the food warming cabinet of FIG. 1... with the freestanding 
cover of FIG. 2 shown therein, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
0025 FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the freestanding 
cover inside of the compartment, taken along line A-A, as 
shown in FIG. 5, in accordance with a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0026 FIG. 7 is a front plan view of the compartment of 
the food warming cabinet of FIG. 1, with the tray and 
freestanding cover of FIG. 2 shown therein, but with the 
freestanding cover in an inverted orientation, in accordance 
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
0027 FIG. 8 is a side plan view of the freestanding cover 
inside of the compartment, as shown in FIG. 7, but with the 
left Sidewall of the freestanding cover cut away, in accor 
dance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0028. With reference to FIG. 1, a food warming cabinet 
10 has a housing 11. Housing 11 has a top wall 12, a bottom 
wall 14, a left side wall 16, a right side wall 18, and an open 
front side 20. Preferably, housing 11 also has an open rear 
side 21, as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5. However, the rear side 
of housing 11 may also be closed. 
0029. A middle shelf 22 and a bottom shelf 23 are 
mounted in cabinet 10. Middle shelf 22 divides the space 
within cabinet 10 So as to define a first compartment 24 
above it and a Second compartment 26 below it. Although 
cabinet 10 is shown in FIG. 1 with two compartments for 
illustration, cabinet 10 can include a greater or fewer number 
of compartments. Shelves 22 and 23 are able to Support one 
or more previously cooked food items or containers filled 
with previously cooked food items. 
0030 Preferably, shelves 22 and 23 are substantially 
imperforate, have Substantially Smooth and horizontal Sur 
faces thereon, and extend from the left Side to the right Side 
of each compartment. However, as used herein, the term 
"shelf encompasses other Structures that are able to Support 
objects, Such as containers or food items, inside of a com 
partment. Thus, shelves 22 and 23 may have openings 
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defined therethrough, may have non-uniform or non-hori 
Zontal Surfaces thereon, and may have Surfaces of varying 
height thereon. Shelves 22 and 23 may also include various 
Support Structures, Such as Spacers, risers, rails, or grates that 
Support one or more food items or one or more food 
containers. Finally, shelves 22 and 23 may be mounted on 
only one side of cabinet 10 so as to extend into only part of 
the compartments. 

0.031 First compartment 24 has a first upper compart 
ment surface 28 and a first lower compartment surface 30. 
Lower compartment surface 30 is defined by one surface of 
Shelf 22. Second compartment 26 has a Second upper 
compartment Surface 32 and a Second lower compartment 
Surface 34. Second upper compartment Surface 32 is defined 
by a Second Surface of shelf 22, and Second lower compart 
ment surface 34 is defined by one surface of shelf 23. 
Preferably, compartment surfaces 28, 30, 32, and 34 are 
Substantially uniform and horizontal. However, Surfaces 
28-34 may be non-uniform and may include non-horizontal 
Sections. Accordingly, different Sections of Surfaces 28-34 
may be positioned at different heights in cabinet 10. 

0032. One or more heaters are mounted in cabinet 10 for 
heating first compartment 24 and Second compartment 26. 
Preferably, a first heater 36 is mounted within shelf 22 to 
heat first lower compartment Surface 30, and a Second heater 
38 is mounted within shelf 23 to heat second lower com 
partment surface 34. Most preferably. a third heater 40 is 
also mounted in cabinet 10 to heat first upper compartment 
Surface 28, and a fourth heater 42 is mounted within shelf 22 
to heat Second upper compartment Surface 32. Heaters 36-42 
are preferably electrical resistance heaters. Surfaces 28-34 
are preferably adjacent to heaters 36-42, respectively, and 
are preferably made out of a high thermal conductivity 
material, Such as aluminum for efficient and uniform heat 
Ing. 

0033. In this way, first upper compartment surface 28 and 
first lower compartment surface 30 effectively heat first 
compartment 24, and Second upper compartment Surface 32 
and Second lower compartment Surface 34 effectively heat 
second compartment 26. Preferably, heaters 36-42 can be 
Separately controlled, to allow compartments 24 and 26 to 
operate at different temperatures and to allow the upper and 
lower Surfaces of each compartment to operate at different 
temperatures. Food warming cabinet 10 is provided with a 
control panel 44 to allow the user to control the temperatures 
set by heaters 32-42. 
0034) First compartment 24 and second compartment 26 
are heated in order to maintain a proper temperature of any 
previously cooked portions until they are ready for use. The 
previously cooked food portions are placed in trays that may 
be inserted into and removed from compartments 24 and 26. 
Compartments 24 and 26 may accommodate more than one 
tray at a time, depending on the size of the trayS. 

0.035 Trays that hold food items for which drying out is 
a concern would be used with an individual freestanding 
cover, as described below, in order to limit evaporation from 
the food items therein while being Stored in food warming 
cabinet 10. However, covers would not be used with trays 
that hold food items having a tendency to become Soggy. 
0036 FIGS. 2-6 show how a representative tray 50 and 
freestanding cover 52 would be placed in first compartment 
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24. The placement of tray 50 and cover 52 in second 
compartment 26 would be similar. 
0037. With reference to FIGS. 2, 3, and 4, tray 50 
includes a pair of opposing long Sidewalls 54 and a pair of 
opposing short sidewalls 56. Sidewalls 54 and 56 extend 
upwardly from a bottom wall 58 to a lip 60 that encircles a 
tray opening 62. Tray may also be provided with a handle in 
front, in back, or in both front and back. 
0038. As best shown in FIGS. 3-6. freestanding cover 52 
has a flange section 68 that includes a flange surface 69 
encircling a raised section 70. Raised section 70 has a top 
wall 72 and defines a semi-enclosed upper space 73 above 
flange surface 69. A plurality of protrusions 74 extend 
upwardly from top wall 72. 
0039. Although flange section 68 preferably has upper 
space 73 defined therein, flange section 68 may be differ 
ently configured. For example, flange Section 68 may simply 
be a Substantially flat Surface. In general, however, flange 
Section will be Substantially imperforate and sized So as to 
at least partially block tray opening 62. 
0040 Cover 52 also has a support section 77 that Sup 
ports flange section 68. Support section 77 preferably 
includes a left bent section 78 connected to the left side of 
flange section 68, a right bent section 80 connected to the 
right side of flange section 68, a left sidewall 82 extending 
downwardly from left bent section 78, and a right sidewall 
84 extending downwardly from right bent section 80. Other 
configurations for Support Section 77 are possible. For 
example. Support Section 77 may be provided as four legs 
(not shown). Sidewalls 82 and 84 extend downwardly to 
terminating edges 85 and 86, respectively. Portions of ter 
minating edges and 85 and S6 define a Supporting edge 87. 
Supporting edge 87 is able to support cover 52 on shelf 22. 
In this way, cover 52 is freestanding, in that it is able to Stand 
on its own on shelf 22, Supported by Supporting edge 87. 
More particularly, freestanding cover 52 need not be Sup 
ported on a tray, such as tray 50. 
0041 Cover 52 has a front opening 88 and may also have 
a rear opening 90. Sidewalls 82 and 84 define a receiving 
Space 92 therebetween. Such that receiving Space 92 extends 
from front opening 88 to rear opening 90. Receiving space 
90 is sized to accommodate tray 52, and openings 88 and 90 
are sized to allow tray 52 to be inserted into and removed 
from receiving Space 92. 

0042 Cover 52 also has a retainer section for selectively 
engaging shelf 22. In a preferred embodiment, cover 52 has 
a pair of front retaining tabS 94 and a pair of rear retaining 
tabs 95 extending below the level of Supporting edge 87. 
Retaining tabs 94 and 95 are preferably integral to sidewalls 
82 and 84. To engage shelf 22, front retaining tabs 94 are 
positioned in front of a front edge 96 of shelf 22. and rear 
retaining tabs 94 are positioned behind a rear edge 97 of 
shelf 22. In this way, front retaining tabs 94 engage front 
edge 96 to prevent cover 52 from moving backwards, and 
rear retaining tabs 95 engage rear edge 97 to prevent cover 
from moving forward. Although the retainer Section of cover 
52 is preferably provided as retaining tabs 94 and 96, other 
Structures could also be used to engage shelf 22, depending 
on the structure of shelf 22. 

0043 Cover 52 is preferably made out of a plastic sheet 
material that is rigid enough for cover 52 to be self 
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Supporting but flexible enough that parts of cover 52 can be 
flexed by the user, as described below. Preferably, the plastic 
sheet is an acrylonitrile butadiene Styrene (ABS) material, 
with a thickness of about 1/16 of an inch. 

0044) If tray 50 contains food portions for which drying 
out is a concern, then tray 50 is used with cover 52. 
Normally, cover 52 is placed inside compartment 24 before 
tray 50 is inserted into the food warming apparatus, as best 
shown in FIGS. 5 and 6. With cover 52 inside of compart 
ment 24. Supporting edge 87 rests upon lower compartment 
Surface 30, and protrusions 74 contact upper compartment 
surface 28. In this way, cover 52 is unable to move upwardly 
or downwardly within compartment 24. Additionally, as best 
shown in FIGS. 2 and 6, front retaining tabs 94 engage front 
edge 96 of shelf 22 and rear retaining tabs 95 engage rear 
edge 97 of shelf 22 to prevent cover 52 from moving 
forward or backward within compartment 24. 

0045. However, cover 52 is sufficiently flexible to allow 
retaining tabs 94 and 95 to be disengaged from shelf 22. For 
example, sidewalls 84 and 86 may be flexed inwardly, as 
shown by the dashed lines in FIG. 5, so that front retaining 
tabs 88 clear lower compartment surface 30. Rear retaining 
tabs 95 may be disengaged from shelf 22 by similar flexing 
of sidewalls 84 and 86. Alternatively, sidewalls 84 and 86 
may be flexed outwardly, or tabs 94 and 95 may be bent 
either inwardly or outwardly to disengage tabs 94 and 95. 
With either front tabs 94 or rear tabs 95 disengaged from 
shelf 22, cover 52 can be removed from compartment 24. 
Tabs 94 or 95 are similarly positioned to clear lower 
compartment surface 30 in order to insert cover 52 into 
compartment 24. 

0046) With cover 52 in place in compartment 24, tray 50, 
with previously cooked food items contained therein, may 
be inserted through front opening 88 of cover 52 to be 
received into receiving space 92, as shown in FIG. 2. As tray 
50 is inserted into compartment 24, its bottom wall 58 is 
supported by lower compartment surface 30, and tray lip 60 
slides under flange section 68 of cover 52. Preferably, the 
distance between Supporting edge 87 and flange Surface 69 
of cover 52 is substantially the same as the distance between 
the underside of bottom wall 58 and the uppermost surface 
of lip 60 of tray 50. Thus, flange surface 69 of cover 52 is 
preferably substantially flush with lip 60 of tray 50 when 
tray 50 is slid under cover 52. Front retaining tabs 94 prevent 
cover 52 from being pushed backward while tray 50 is being 
inserted into compartment 24. 

0047 Although FIG. 2 shows tray 50 being inserted into 
compartment 24 from the front, if compartment 24 is open 
in the back, as is preferred, then tray 50 may also be inserted 
into compartment 24 from the back. Tray 52 would simply 
be inserted into receiving space 92 through rear opening 90. 
In the case that compartment 24 is open in both the front and 
the back, cover 52 preferably includes means to locate tray 
50 with respect to the front and back of compartment 24, i.e., 
to prevent tray 50 from being inserted too far into compart 
ment 24. For example, cover 52 may be provided with 
flexible tabs or protrusions (not shown) that engage tray 50 
while it is being inserted from either the front or the back, 
but which cease engagement when tray 50 is in the fully 
inserted position. In this way, the user inserting tray 50 into 
compartment 24 can feel when tray 50 is properly positioned 
within compartment 24. 
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0048 FIG. 3 is a front view of tray 50 fully inserted into 
compartment 24 with cover 52 in place. In this position, 
bottom wall 58 of tray 50 rests upon lower compartment 
surface 30, and the upper surface of tray 50, which is 
maximally defined by lip 60, is preferably about one inch 
from upper compartment Surface 28 and about 34 of an inch 
from the underside of top wall 72. Moreover, support section 
77 of cover 52 positions flange section 68 with respect to 
tray 50 such that flange surface 69 is substantially flush with 
lip 60. In this way, tray 50 and cover 52 together define an 
enclosed space that contains the previously cooked food 
items. With the food items in this enclosed space, air 
circulation is prevented and the food items can be kept 
longer in food warming cabinet 10 without drying out. 
Alternatively, instead of flange Surface 69 being Substan 
tially flush with tray lip 60, evaporation from tray 50 may be 
Sufficiently restricted Simply by having flange Section block 
at least a portion of tray opening 62. 
0049 Cover 52 also reduces the amount of heat radiation 
from heated upper compartment Surface 28 reaching the 
previously cooked food items in tray 50. The reduction of 
radiant heat reaching these previously cooked food items 
further preserves the maintenance of their flavor, color, and 
texture during Storing in food warming cabinet 10. 
0050. After tray 50 has been inserted into compartment 
24, it can be pulled out through the open front of compart 
ment 24. If compartment 24 is also open in the back, as 
shown in FIG. 4, then tray 50 may also be removed from the 
back of compartment 24. Retaining tabs 94 and 95 prevent 
cover 52 from being pulled out of compartment 24 when tray 
50 is removed from open front side 20 or open rear side 21 
of housing 11. As a result, when tray 50 is removed, cover 
52 remains within compartment 24. However, cover 52 may 
also be easily removed from compartment 24 by disengag 
ing either front retaining tabs 94 or rear retaining tabs 95 
from shelf 22, as described above. 
0051. In the case that tray 50 contains previously cooked 
food portions that tend to become Soggy, then cover 52 need 
not be used. With cover 52 omitted, tray opening 62 is 
unblocked when tray 50 is within compartment 24. Prefer 
ably, the upper Surface of lip 60 is positioned about one inch 
below upper compartment Surface 28. In this configuration, 
moisture from the previously cooked food items in tray 50 
can easily escape, with the result that the food items can be 
kept in the food Warming apparatus for extended periods of 
time without becoming Soggy. 
0052 Alternatively, cover 52 may be used as shown in 
FIG. 7 and 8 to better position tray 50 in compartment 24 
when tray contains food items for which SoggineSS is a 
concern. In particular, cover 52 is placed in compartment 24 
in an inverted orientation, with protrusions 74 Supporting 
cover 52 on lower compartment Surface 30 and Supporting 
edge 87 contacting upper compartment Surface 28. Front 
retaining tabs 94 engage a front edge 98 of upper compart 
ment surface 28 to prevent cover 52 from moving backward 
in compartment 24, and rear retaining tabs 95 engage a rear 
edge 99 of upper compartment surface 28 to prevent cover 
52 from moving forwards in compartment 24. In this 
inverted orientation, cover 52 is able to receive tray 50 
within upper space 73 so that bottom wall 58 of tray 50 is 
supported on top wall 72 of cover 52. Tray lip 62 is then far 
enough away from upper Surface 28 that moisture can easily 
escape from within tray 50. 
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0.053 Supporting tray 50 in this manner provides two 
important advantages. First, because tray 50 is located 
within upper space 73, it is less likely to slip out of 
compartment 24 than if it is resting on lower compartment 
surface 30. Second, with cover 52 positioned in compart 
ment 24 in the inverted orientation, the user inserts tray 50 
into receiving space 92 by first sliding bottom wall 58 along 
flange surface 69. However, as tray 50 becomes fully 
inserted into compartment 24, bottom wall 58 will no longer 
be supported by flange surface 69, and tray 52 will tend to 
lower itself into upper space 73. 
0.054 Thus, a user inserting tray 50 into compartment 24 
will be able to tell when tray 50 is fully inserted in 
compartment 24. 
0055. In this way, food warming cabinet 10 is able to 
maintain previously cooked food portions in a ready-to-use 
or ready-to-Serve condition, whether the cooked food por 
tions tend to dry out or tend to become soggy. Tray 50 is 
simply used with or without cover 52, or with cover 52 in a 
regular or an inverted orientation, depending on the type of 
food items contained therein. Thus, a fast food restaurant is 
able to use the same type of tray for both types of previously 
cooked food items. On the other hand, trays of different sizes 
may also be used within food warming cabinet 10. The 
differently sized trays would simply be provided with dif 
ferently sized covers. 
0056 While certain features and embodiments of the 
present invention have been described in detail herein, it is 
to be understood that the invention encompasses all modi 
fications and enhancements within the Scope and Spirit of the 
following claims. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A freestanding cover for a tray, Said tray having a tray 
lip defining a tray opening, Said freestanding cover com 
prising in combination: 

a flange Section; 
a Support Section for Supporting Said cover on a shelf 

independently of Said tray, Such that at least part of Said 
flange Section is positioned above Said tray opening, 
and 

a retainer Section for engaging Said shelf. 
2. The cover of claim 1, wherein Said flange Section is 

Supported Such that it blocks at least a portion of Said tray 
opening So as to restrict evaporation of liquid from previ 
ously cooked food portions when said previously cooked 
food portions are contained in Said tray. 

3. The cover of claim 2, wherein Said flange Section has 
a flange Surface, and wherein Said Support Section is able to 
Support Said flange Surface in a position Substantially flush 
with Said tray lip. 

4. The cover of claim 3, wherein Said flange Section has 
a raised Section extending, upwardly from Said flange Sur 
face, Said raised Section defining an upper Space above Said 
flange Surface. 

5. The covered tray of claim 4, wherein said flange surface 
encircles Said raised Section. 

6. The cover of claim 4, wherein said cover has an 
uppermost Surface defined by at least one protrusion formed 
in Said raised Section. 

7. The cover of claim 1, wherein Said Support Section 
defines a receiving Space for receiving Said tray. 
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8. The cover of claim 7, wherein said support section 
defines a front opening through which said tray can be 
inserted into Said receiving Space. 

9. The cover of claim 8, wherein said support section 
defines a rear opening through which said tray can be 
inserted into Said receiving Space, Said rear opening being 
opposite Said front opening. 

10. The cover of claim 9, wherein said support section 
comprises a left Sidewall and a right Sidewall, Said left and 
right Sidewalls defining Said receiving space therebetween. 

11. The cover of claim 10. wherein said support section 
comprises a left bent Section connected to Said flange Section 
and a right bent Section connected to Said flange Section. 

12. The cover of claim 11, wherein said left sidewall 
extends downwardly from said left bent section to terminate 
at a left terminal edge and Said right Sidewall extends 
downwardly from Said right bent Section to terminate at a 
right terminal edge. 

13. The cover of claim 12. wherein at least a portion of 
Said left terminal edge and at least a portion of Said right 
terminal edge together a Supporting edge for Supporting Said 
cover on Said shelf. 

14. The cover of claim 13. wherein said left sidewall 
defines a left front retaining tab extending below Said 
Supporting edge, and Said right Sidewall defines a right front 
retaining tab extending below Said Supporting edge. 

15. The cover of claim 14. wherein said left sidewall 
defines a left rear retaining tab extending below Said Sup 
porting edge, and Said right Sidewall defines a right rear 
retaining tab extending below Said Supporting edge. 

16. The cover of claim 1, wherein said retainer section 
comprises a front retainer for engaging Said shelf to prevent 
Said cover from moving backwards. 

17. The cover of claim 16. wherein said shelf has a front 
edge, Said front retainer being able to engage Said front edge 
to prevent Said cover from moving backwards. 

18. The cover of claim 17, wherein said front retainer 
comprises at least one tab. 

19. The cover of claim 18, wherein said front retainer is 
defined by a pair of tabs. 

20. The cover of claim 19, wherein said tabs are integral 
to Said Support Section. 

21. The cover of claim 20, wherein a portion of said 
Support Section can be flexed to disengage Said tabs from 
Said front edge. 

22. The cover of claim 17, wherein said shelf has a rear 
edge, and wherein Said retainer comprises a rear retainer for 
engaging Said rear edge to prevent Said cover from moving 
forwards. 

23. The cover of claim 22, wherein said rear retainer 
comprises at least one tab. 

24. The cover of claim 23, wherein said rear retainer is 
defined by a pair of tabs. 

25. The cover of claim 24, wherein said tabs are integral 
to Said Support Section. 

26. The cover of claim 25, wherein a portion of said 
Support Section can be flexed to disengage Said tabs from 
Said rear edge. 

27. A covered tray for holding previously cooked food 
portions in a ready to use condition, Said covered tray 
comprising in combination: 

a tray for containing Said previously cooked food por 
tions, Said tray having tray Sidewalls and a tray lip 
defining a tray opening; 
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a freestanding cover having a flange Section and a Support 
Section, Said Support Section Supporting Said cover 
independently of Said tray, Such that at least part of Said 
flange Section positioned above Said tray opening. 

28. The covered tray of claim 27, wherein said flange 
Section blocks at least a portion of Said tray opening So as to 
restrict evaporation of liquid from previously cooked food 
portions when Said previously cooked food portions are 
contained in Said tray. 

29. The covered tray of claim 28, wherein said flange 
Section has a flange Surface, Said flange Surface being, 
substantially flush with said tray lip. 

30. The covered tray of claim 29, wherein said flange 
Section has a raised Section extending, upwardly from Said 
flange Surface, Said raised Section defining an upper space 
above Said tray opening. 

31. The covered tray of claim 30, wherein said flange 
Surface encircles Said raised Section. 

32. The covered tray of claim 30, wherein said cover has 
an uppermost Surface defined by at least one protrusion 
formed in Said raised Section. 

33. The covered tray of claim 27, wherein said support 
Section defines a front opening for removing Said tray. 

34. The covered tray of claim 33, wherein said support 
Section defines a rear opening for removing Said tray, Said 
rear opening being opposite Said front opening. 

35. The covered tray of claim 34, wherein said support 
Section comprises a left Sidewall and a right Sidewall, Said 
left and right Sidewalls defining a receiving Space therebe 
tween, Said receiving space extending between said front 
opening and Said rear opening, Said tray being, positioned in 
Said receiving Space. 

36. The covered tray of claim 35, wherein said support 
Section comprises a left bent Section connected to Said flange 
Section and a right bent Section connected to Said flange 
Section. 

37. The covered tray of claim 36, wherein said left 
sidewall extends downwardly from said left bent section to 
terminate at a left terminal edge and Said right Sidewall 
extends downwardly from Said right bent Section to termi 
nate at a right terminal edge. 

38. The covered tray of claim 37, wherein at least a 
portion of Said left terminal edge and at least a portion of 
Said right terminal edge together define a Supporting edge 
for Supporting Said cover on a shelf. 

39. The covered tray of claim 38, wherein said left 
Sidewall defines a left front retaining tab extending below 
Said Supporting edge, and Said right Sidewall defines a right 
front retaining tab extending below Said Supporting edge. 

40. The covered tray of claim 39, wherein said left 
Sidewall defines a left rear retaining tab extending below 
Said Supporting edge, and Said right Sidewall defines a right 
rear retaining tab extending below Said Supporting edge. 

41. The covered tray of claim 27, wherein said cover has 
a front retainer for engaging a shelf Supporting Said cover to 
prevent Said cover from moving backwards. 

42. The covered tray of claim 41, wherein said shelf has 
a front edge, Said front retainer being able to engage Said 
front edge to prevent Said cover from moving backwards. 

43. The covered tray of claim 42, wherein said front 
retainer comprises at least one tab. 

44. The covered tray of claim 43 wherein said front 
retainer is defined by a pair of tabs. 
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45. The covered tray of claim 43, wherein said tabs are 
integral to Said Support Section. 

46. The covered tray of claim 45, wherein a portion of said 
Support Section can be flexed to disengage Said tabs from 
Said front edge. 

47. The covered tray of claim 40, wherein said shelf has 
a rear edge, Said cover further comprising a rear retainer for 
engaging Said rear edge to prevent Said cover from moving 
forwards. 

48. The covered tray of claim 47, wherein said rear 
retainer comprises at least one tab. 

49. The covered tray of claim 48, wherein said rear 
retainer is defined by a pair of tabs. 

50. The covered tray of claim 49, wherein said tabs are 
integral to Said Support Section. 

51. The covered tray of claim 50, wherein a portion of said 
Support Section can be flexed to disengage Said tabs from 
Said rear edge. 

52. A food warming apparatus for maintaining previously 
cooked food portions in a ready to use condition, Said food 
warming apparatus comprising in combination: 

a cabinet having a heated compartment therein and further 
having at least an open front Side providing access to 
Said heated compartment, Said heated compartment 
having an upper compartment Surface and a lower 
compartment Surface; and 

a covered tray disposed in Said heated compartment, Said 
covered tray comprising: 
a tray for holding said previously cooked food portions, 

Said tray having a tray lip defining a tray opening, 
and 

a freestanding cover having a flange Section and a 
Support Section, Said Support Section Supporting Said 
cover independently of Said tray, Such that at least a 
portion of Said flange Section is positioned above 
Said tray opening. 

53. The food warming apparatus of claim 52, wherein said 
flange Section blocks at least a portion of Said tray opening 
So as to restrict evaporation of liquid from Said previously 
cooked food portions when said previously cooked food 
items are held in Said tray. 

54. The food warming apparatus of claim 53, wherein said 
flange Section has a flange Surface, Said flange Surface being 
substantially flush with said tray lip. 

55. The food warming apparatus of claim 54, wherein said 
flange Section has a raised Section extending upwardly from 
Said flange Surface, Said raised Section defining an upper 
Space above Said flange Surface. 

56. The food warming apparatus of claim 55, wherein said 
flange Surface encircles Said raised Section. 

57. The food warming apparatus of claim 55, wherein said 
flange Section has an uppermost Surface defined by at least 
one protrusion formed in Said raised Section, Said at least one 
protrusion contacting Said upper compartment Surface. 

58. The food warming apparatus of claim 52, wherein said 
Support Section comprises a left Sidewall and a right Side 
wall, Said left and right Sidewalls defining a receiving Space 
therebetween. 

59. The food warming apparatus of claim 58, wherein said 
Support Section comprises a left bent Section connected to 
Said flange Section and a right bent Section connected to Said 
flange Section. 
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60. The food warming apparatus of claim 59, wherein said 
left sidewall extends downwardly from said left bent section 
to terminate at a left terminal edge and Said right Sidewall 
extends downwardly from Said right bent Section to termi 
nate at a right terminal edge. 

61. The food warming apparatus of claim 60, further 
comprising a shelf mounted in Said cabinet, wherein at least 
a portion of Said left terminal edge and at least a portion of 
Said right terminal edge together define a Supporting edge 
for Supporting Said cover on Said shelf. 

62. The food warming apparatus of claim 61, wherein Said 
left Sidewall defines a left front retaining tab extending 
below Said Supporting edge, and Said right Sidewall defines 
a right front retaining tab extending below said Supporting 
edge. 

63. The food warming apparatus of claim 62, wherein Said 
left Sidewall defines a left rear retaining tab extending below 
Said Supporting edge, and Said right Sidewall defines a right 
rear retaining tab extending below Said Supporting edge. 

64. The food warming apparatus of claim 52, further 
comprising a shelf mounted in Said cabinet, Said shelf having 
a front edge and a rear edge, and wherein Said cover has a 
retainer engaging Said shelf. 

65. The food warming apparatus of claim 64, wherein said 
retainer comprises a front retainer and a rear retainer, Said 
front retainer engaging Said front edge to prevent Said cover 
from moving backwards and Said rear retainer engaging Said 
rear edge to prevent Said cover from moving forwards. 

66. The food warming apparatus of claim 65, wherein said 
front retainer comprises at least one front tab, and Said rear 
retainer comprises at least one rear tab. 

67. The food warming apparatus of claim 65, wherein said 
front retainer is defined by a pair of front tabs, and Said rear 
retainer is defined by a pair of rear tabs. 

68. The food warming apparatus of claim 67, wherein said 
front tabs and Said rear tabs are integral to Said Support 
Section. 

69. The food warming apparatus of claim 68, wherein a 
first portion of Said Support Section can be flexed to disen 
gage Said front tabs from Said front edge, and a Second 
portion can be flexed to disengage Said rear tabs from Said 
rear edge. 

70. A method for maintaining previously cooked food 
portions in a ready to use condition in a food warming 
apparatus comprising a cabinet having a heated compart 
ment which has an upper compartment Surface and a lower 
compartment Surface, Said method comprising the Steps of: 

placing Said previously cooked food portions in a tray, 
Said tray having a tray lip defining, a tray opening, and 

inserting Said tray into a receiving Space defined by a 
freestanding cover, Said cover being disposed in Said 
heated compartment Said cover having a flange Section 
and a Support Section extending downwardly from Said 
flange Section, Said Support Section Substantially defin 
ing Said receiving Space, at least a portion of Said flange 
Section being positioned above Said receiving Space. 
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71. The method of claim 70, further comprising the step 
of: 

positioning Said tray in Said receiving Space Such that Said 
flange Section blockS Said tray opening to restrict 
evaporation of liquid from Said previously cooked food 
portions. 

72. The method of claim 71, wherein said flange section 
has a flange Surface, and wherein Said Step of positioning 
Said tray in Said receiving Space includes the Step of posi 
tioning Said tray lip to be Substantially flush with Said flange 
Surface. 

73. The method of claim 70, wherein said cover defines a 
front opening providing access to Said receiving Space, and 
wherein Said Step of inserting Said tray into Said receiving 
Space includes the Step of inserting Said tray into Said 
receiving Space through said front opening. 

74. The method of claim 73, wherein said cover defines a 
rear opening providing access to Said receiving Space, and 
wherein Said Step of inserting Said tray into Said receiving 
Space includes the Step of inserting Said tray into Said 
receiving Space through Said rear opening. 

75. The method of claim 73, further comprising the step 
of removing Said tray from Said receiving Space through Said 
front opening. 

76. The method of claim 74, further comprising the step 
of removing Said tray from Said receiving Space through Said 
rear opening. 

77. The method of claim 70, further comprising the step 
of inserting Said cover into Said compartment. 

78. The method of claim 77, further comprising a shelf 
mounted in Said cabinet, wherein Said Support Section 
includes a Supporting edge for Supporting Said cover on Said 
Shelf, and wherein Said Step of inserting Said cover into Said 
compartment includes the of Step of placing, Said Supporting 
edge on Said shelf. 

79. The method of claim 78, wherein said cover has an 
uppermost cover Surface, and wherein Said Step of inserting 
Said cover into Said compartment includes the Step of fitting 
Said cover into Said compartment So that Said uppermost 
cover Surface contacts said upper compartment Surface. 

80. The method of claim 70, wherein said cover has a 
front retainer, further comprising the Step of Said front 
retainer engaging Said shelf. 

81. The method of claim 80, wherein said cover has a rear 
retainer, further comprising the Step of Said rear retainer 
engaging Said shelf. 

82. The method of claim 80, further comprising the step 
of removing Said cover from Said compartment. 

83. The method of claim 82, further comprising the step 
of disengaging Said front retainer from Said shelf. 

84. The method of claim 83, wherein said front retainer is 
defined by a pair of tabs integral to Said Support Section, 
wherein Said Step of disengaging Said front retainer from 
Said shelf includes the Step of flexing a portion of Said 
Support Section. 


